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Hey, I'm trying to make my own live broadcast of my events, as it's the only way to really properly
stream it. Right now I'm testing it on my iPhone 4, and I've been able to successfully do that with

UStream ( and using their iPhone app. I've tested it with the Wondershare WinSuite 2012 and sadly I
keep getting the message "can't stream video" and the app crashes. I'm currently using the

following settings from UStream: As I'm not streaming my video to anywhere else, I can stream
within the app as well, but I don't think the video is being properly streamed. I used this guide from
UStream to get the access key: I'm wondering if there is any way to get the WinSuite 2012 to work

with my iPhone, so I'm just looking for some tips to get things working. A: I use Wondershare
WinSuite 2012 on my Windows system and it supports streaming video right out of the box. There's

no special procedure. Just hit Play on the video you're broadcasting and the streaming is built-in.
However, I think it's worth mentioning that there are some limitations. You can't handle more than

1000 simultaneous connections, you have to let UStream know about your stream so it knows when
you're unavailable and so on. You're also stuck with a resolution of 720 x 576. And I'm not sure if you
already did this, but make sure you've turned on the Video: Streaming option in the Configure tab of
the Settings menu. As far as I know, LiveTV and UStream don't support iPhone streaming right now.

Other apps I've tried either crash on me or require a third-party app like iOS.TV to access the stream.
Music: The Power of Healing Music has been around forever and has been a blessing in life for so

many generations. It has been part of our cultures and even taught in pre-school, in college, and in
the workplace. How many times have you heard someone say, “I can’t work in a place where music

is played”? Music has the ability to not only relax us, but it can even bring us to a higher state of
being. Some of you may be thinking, “I agree, but for me to take advantage of that ability
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